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for Him.

by Ashley Alvarez
i’m writing for him.
Not because he’s a victim but because
i’m proud he can swim in a sea with no guarantee
that his masculinity will ever not drown in
uncertainty.
Drown while his father calls on the phone
and he knows that if he says ‘I love you’
he won’t be accepted back home.
i’m writing for him.
He has no fucks to give
At least, that’s what his father says to him.
He can’t love anyone
unless it’s himself, but after that nobody else.
Aggression, not affection, is what real men show
God forbid that a father ever know
how much his son loves him
an emotion he learned all on his own.
i’m writing for him.
It’s a battle i know i’ll lose
because clever rhymes won’t ever justify
that your father wants you to be a hurricane
and all i want is for him to appreciate the rain.
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An ode to toxic masculinity

by Hugo Solomon

O mightiest of men
O strongest,
Most powerful and sexually dominant
Conqueror of women
And lesser men
The king of an empire of nowhere
You sit
Atop a throne of stereotypes
You exude pure power
Awesomely facetious
With the fate of your subjects
Quixotic to oppose they know
And they gaze with not quite fear
Bowing
As their humanity is religiously extracted
Siphoned — into your glass
And in lust by the thousands
They gaze hungrily
Eager to serve you
Masochists, all —
Desperate for your attention.
But your head never turns —
It doesn’t have to.
Because the more you keep your face still
The harder they’ll try
And the world will keep on turning.
Note: “The king of nowhere” is a phrase borrowed from the title of a statue by Grayson Perry
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by Tessa Conrardy
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Typical Indian Men
by Megan Vaz

My mother’s family comes from Chinchinim,
a small village molded from the salty waves of
the Indian east coast. Beyond the beach, our
culture’s idea of the perfect family unit stands
thicker than the vegetation looming over the
river shore. To be a man is to be the backbone
of your family unit — to provide for your wife
and children, to inherit property and problems.
Some men face these issues head-on, tackling the
challenges of being a family’s sole breadwinner
while caring for their wives and children. Others
crack under pressure.				
My grandfather was raised in Chinchinim, bred
into the notion that masculinity means heroism.
I grew up listening to my mother’s stories of
his bravery, compassion, and strength. Before
he passed away, he was the perfect Chinchinim
man: strong, but not overbearing or controlling
toward his wife; kind, but not soft enough to be
comfortably emotional; working endlessly to
support his family, but without showing anyone
his frustration. “Other Indian men should take
a page from his book,” my mother used to tell
me during family events, sneering at my drunk
uncles, who always seemed to be picking fights
with people at the table. Typical Indian men, I
used to think.				
“Typical Indian men” was a phrase I’d regurgitated from countless female relatives of mine, all of
whom had been varying degrees of ‘fed up’ with
their husbands at the time they’d used it. However, I never really knew what “typical Indian
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men” meant — it was a saying I used whenever
a male relative did something I thought was
backwards, hidden under the guise of me
attacking toxic masculinity in Indian culture. I
guess typical Indian men were supposed to be
men who weren’t like my grandfather: those who
worked hard to provide, but were arrogant and
controlled their families. Or, they were men who
showed kindness, but did not do much to support
their families.
When I grew up a bit, I learned more about
the experiences of boys and men in my culture
from my uncles and friends, and my views about
gender roles in villages like Chinchinim changed.
I didn’t consider men to be the enemy of Indian
women anymore. Sometimes, I feel like we judge
men too harshly in my culture. Perhaps it’s a way

for us to cope with the weights of
submission and domesticity that define
Indian womanhood. If Indian women
must be perfectly docile housewives to
meet society’s standards, why shouldn’t
men be perfectly hard-working
husbands? The expectations that define
a perfect man or perfect woman are
pervasive in our society, but it seems
nearly impossible for anyone to meet
them. So, “typical” is our go-to insult,
even if it isn’t really anyone’s fault they
can’t fulfill every single gender role set
before them.
			
I don’t really know how to define
masculinity in my culture. Is it defined
by the social standards set defining
ideal men or by the stereotypes about
typical Indian men? I’ve since learned
that being a typical Indian man doesn’t
mean being lazy or arrogant, contrary
to what many of my relatives tend to
believe. Typical Indian men are men
who choose to define their masculinity
beyond how society tells them to.
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by Jessica Scott

The Gender Classroom:
Interview with Dr. Anthony Rotundo
Dr. Anthony Rotundo is an author and historian whose work has focused on gender and masculinity. His
book American Manhood: Transitions in Masculinity from the Revolution to the Modern Era (1993) was
the first academic work to explore manhood as a social and historical concept. Rotundo was Alfred E.
Stearns Instructor in History and Social Sciences at Andover from 1981 to 2015.
In your book American Manhood, you talk about the way that norms of masculinity have
changed over time. Since the book was first published in 1993, how would you describe the
changes in these norms since then?
Well, I think since 1993, the center hasn’t held very well. That’s one way to put it. First of all, there’s more
of an appreciation of how, across culture, class, religion, [and] region, how varied masculinity is — masculinities rather than masculinity. I think there is probably more support for variant forms of masculinity,
feminist masculinity, various kinds of a nontraditional, gentler, less hierarchical kinds of masculinity. But I
think at the same time there’s more of a kind of a defensive backlash against that than there used to be. And
I think that’s particularly true of white masculinity — which, as you may have noticed, that’s what I know
best — but I think it’s true across lines of race.
As an educator who taught at Andover for some time, what role do you think teenagers and
high schoolers play in the culture of masculinity?
Well, a lot of what seems normative in adulthood, about gender in general and about masculinity in
particular, is what people high school age learn from their peers. And one thing that people your age can
do is break the traditional cycle of peer education. I mean, you don’t think of it as education, but every
time you go back to the dorm, every time you walk into a classroom, every time you sit down in Commons,
you’re entering another gender classroom. And so one thing that people can do is to break that cycle in peer
interactions, which is probably one of the hardest places of all to do it. You know, in a sense, it can be easier
to contradict a stranger than it can be a peer. And especially in a boarding school. Boarding school, I think,
raises the temperature on all social interactions because you don’t go home, you can’t hide in your room in
the same way. And it means that the stakes are higher if you have a hostile interaction with somebody, with
one of your peers, but it also means that the possibilities for breaking the cycle or greater, because if peers
that you spend a great deal amount of time with are telling you that you’re off base in your attitudes toward,
to take one example, sexual consent, if you’re hearing that from a lot of the peers that you respect the most,
it’s much more likely to have a long term impact than if it’s, you know, some of your friends in English class
that you don’t see the rest of the day, which is more likely to happen in public schools.
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“You don’t think of it as education, but
every time you go back to the dorm, every
time you walk into a classroom, every time
you sit down in Commons, you’re entering
another gender classroom.”
What changes would you like to see in ideas of masculinity and gender roles at Andover in
particular?
In the wake of the Kavanaugh thing, attitudes toward sexual consent would be one thing. I mean, it’s not
that PA hasn’t tried to take steps in that direction, but I’m not sure how far those attempts seep into the
student culture. And that’s a good example of ways in which PA, at its best, tries to be a counterculture,
to lean back against the norms of the outside world. That’s something private schools in particular can
do, because they get to create their own world. One of my favorite ways to think about what a boarding
school in particular can do — and I’ll admit the Head of School at Exeter, in, I think, the early ’90s,
maybe late ’80s, was the person who said this — but what schools like this can do is to try to create a
community that models what it thinks the world should be like. So that when students leave here, and
they get to other communities that aren’t like that, they’ll say, “There’s something wrong here, it needs to
be changed.” And boarding schools have always taken the position that they’re not just teaching foreign
languages and calculus, that they’re also building character.
What are the changes I would like to see? I’m sure there’s a list, but changing attitudes around sexual
consent and improving the quality of the conversation around sexuality. PA has been making a lot of
attempts to do that — for most of the time I was here, PA was trying to do it. I’ve been here so long that I
knew Rebecca M. Sykes before she was a wellness center! And, you know, for all those years, PA has been
trying to do better at getting students to talk about those things, but it’s tough. And I think the things
where PA fails the most are the ones where it’s got to lean back the hardest, where it has to be the most
countercultural, and that’s such a deeply emotional and personal issue that it’s a tough one to change
young people’s attitudes about. But that doesn’t mean the school shouldn’t keep on trying and find better
ways to do it. Easy for me to say, I’m not here anymore. [laughs]
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What role do you think social media plays in today’s culture surrounding masculinity and
gender roles?
Well, before I go on a rant [laughs], let me mention some positive things. I think people with non-traditional, non-normative attitudes about gender and about sexuality, especially if they’re in kind of isolated
locations, can find a kind of support and affirmation online that in their everyday community, whether
it’s a high school or workplace or whatever it might be, they wouldn’t be able to find otherwise. And I
think that’s something, as a source of support and as a source of information for people who are outside
the standard box, that’s a real support.
That said, in the same way that people whose identities I want to affirm and whose ideas I want to support, can find support online, people with horrific gender attitudes, sexual attitudes, racial attitudes, religious attitudes, you name it, also find each other online. And the other thing that makes all those threats
possible is that people are willing to say things because you’re anonymous online, you say anything, you
know, and people who might not say it in public while they’re sober can go home and, after the second
six pack, whatever garbage skews up of their psyches, they can just write it down and click it and they
have no responsibility. And I think one of the most dangerous things in a democratic society, in a society
that says it values freedom of speech, is to remove the element of responsibility that comes with freedom
of speech. If our society wants to last, that’s an issue it needs to come to grips with, because otherwise it’s
just going to tear itself apart.
I hope you have another question. I don’t want to end on such a
dark note!
How has your personal perspective on masculinity
and gender roles changed throughout your life?
How have these concepts affected you personally?
When I was a boy, the idea that there might be more
than one way to be a boy, one right way to be a boy,
didn’t really consciously occur to me. I was a smart,
restrained kid in a tough neighborhood where being
smart and restrained were not valued in boys, at least
not in peer culture. What I was learning at home, in
retrospect, was something very different from what I
was learning on the playground, and I wasn’t aware of
that. The only thing I was aware of was the ‘right’ way
to be a guy that I was learning on the playground

by Amy Xia
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and on TV, and it was only as I got to adolescence, or older than that, that I began to realize that
the way that seemed natural to me was very different from what I thought I was supposed to be.
And that had, for a long time, created tension for me. The arrival of second wave feminism in the
late ’60s and in the ’70s sort of opened up questions about gender for me, that “oh, maybe there’s
something here that I should ask myself questions about and ask other people questions about.”
That’s putting it in a very abstract and political way. Personally, I realized in retrospect that it
made for a tough childhood, and I adapted to the boy’s culture of the playground by learning how
to take on a lot of protective coloration. And some of that was harmless, or even fun. Using humor
as a self protective mechanism, I still do that. Watching sports on TV, reading the sports page, I
still do that. So there are parts of my protective coloration that became a part of who I am. But
there were other parts of protective coloration, particularly violence and the threat of violence, that
never fitted, and it was really frightening to me as a kid. I learned how to stay out of fights, [and]
that was useful in some ways, but probably a problem in other ways. Luckily, the expectations in
adult worlds, I think, are a little bit more gentle than they are in peer worlds — in the adult world,
for at least a part of your day, you can choose who your company is in a way that you can’t on the
playground or in the locker room or wherever else in school. So things got easier in that sense — I
could choose my company. And then things in the outside world made it more possible to ask questions….it was because I could ask questions about masculinity that I could ask myself, “Well, what
were all the struggles I had as a kid? What were those about? In what ways did my boyhood shape
me, and which of those ways are positive for me and which of those ways do I need to break down?”

“One of the most dangerous things in a
democratic society, in a society that says it
values freedom of speech, is to remove the
element of responsibility that comes with
freedom of speech.”
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What made you want to go into the gender studies field?
When I started graduate school in history in the mid ’70s, the field of women’s history had just opened
up. I was getting my PhD at [Brandeis University], one of the first places [where] graduate students
were doing women’s history, and I was working with the professor who had been the advisor to those
women [John Demos]. In the first paper that I wrote for him, there were questions about why men
were behaving the way they were, actually it was in a set of religious revivals in the 19th century. You
know, why were men converting in this set of revivals and not in other revivals? So I had to ask a
question, not about men as the dominant norm, but I had to ask questions about men as people. And
I thought to myself, “wow, we don’t know anything historically about how manhood has been defined,
how it’s changed.” Just a fascinating set of questions. I did a really lousy job of answering them in that
particular paper. But once the questions were lit in my mind, I couldn’t stay away from them. And to
the credit of the program I was in, even though the faculty at that point was all male, I got a tremendous amount of support for asking critical questions about manhood historically.
And, you know, my personal life and my professional life are never that far from each other. Actually,
the job here [at Andover] was my wife’s job first, and then I came here as her live-in fiancé [laughs],
which wasn’t actually officially allowed in the early ’80s. But anyway, I came here as her live-in fiancé.
Then we job shared for our first couple of decades here. And I saw what, in an unusually liberal institution, she still had to deal with as a woman. It made the gender questions I was dealing with much
less abstract to me, and made me, I think, more of a feminist than I would have been, had I just gone
on reading my reading, my bodies of theory, and doing my concrete research. It made a big difference.
And that kept me going, the fact that my wife — she has a name. Kathleen Dalton, who taught at PA
for a couple years longer than I did — the fact that she was thinking about gender issues all the time.
I’m constantly fed my question asking. And especially with a subject like gender, it’s not small particle
physics, it’s very hard to keep your personal experience and your professional work much separated
from each other.
In what ways do you think BOSS and our readership can positively affect Andover’s
understanding of manhood?
You know, maybe the biggest thing is just to mention it and keep mentioning it as a subject, because
much more than women’s role, much more than femininity, there’s a tendency to not question, to
think that there’s only one way to be a man, that there’s only one acceptable form of masculinity. I
think masculinity needs to be not just questioned, but people need to think that there’s more than one
answer to questions around male gender, and a lively discussion. And a statement of the alternatives
to the dominant norm, I think, is a good thing. I mean, again, not anonymously online, but in an open
forum with signed pieces, that’s what’s supposed to happen at a good school.
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Princess Dresses
by Hugo Solomon

This is something I’ve been meaning to write for days
Something I didn’t know was allowed
Filling the echoes of my body
With a completion of understanding
A realization that I’m not alone
And that it was never my fault.
Hi, my name’s Hugo. And I’m a man. Or at least I’m
trying. Trying, every day, to pretend just hard enough,
so that the muscles in my arms and the denim jacket
in my closet are able to reassure me that I can still be
considered one.
Growing up in my house, though, the concept of
masculinity was only as relevant as the un or une in
front of the French words my mom would correct
me on. Sure, I knew I was male, but my gender
expression could have been just as easily conjugated
with makeup or a tutu — the verbs être, “to be,” and
avoir, “to have,” just as interchangeable in my head.
I grew up with three sisters, all older, and though it
might be fair to say that all that estrogen made me
want to pretend to be a princess, I liked it. I would
dig through boxes of clothes to find the bright yellow
shoes, the matching dress, and the tiara, and I’d
parade around the houses of my girl friends, regal,
powerful, authentic.
When I wore those dresses, I wasn’t Hugo anymore —
I became Hugina, or Cinderella, or Ariel. In a grainy
picture from when I was in kindergarten, you can see
me dressed in full getup: pink shoes, makeup, and
tutu, posing next to my friends Moriah and Grace
with utmost flagrance and complete obliviousness.
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			by Isaiah Lee

And so in that world, the abusive masculine figures
that should have forced me to like things the
patriarchy approves of — trucks, baseball, girls —
didn’t exist. That reality, I realize now, was suspended
in a bubble, somehow isolated from the real world
outside. Even now, I can’t say exactly what set that
part of my life apart, how I was so freely myself, and
why I haven’t had that sensation since. But something
changed when I switched schools in fifth grade.
At my elementary school, there was no tolerance for
dresses, only kickball. My enthusiasm and passion
for living authentically became rephrased as “class
disruptions” and “not using listening skills.” Even
at recess, my inability to join in on conversations
about baseball or shooting video games quickly set
me apart.

The only freedom I found was in my clothing: a
sense of individuality completed every day by a
light blue scarf I wore in every climate and classroom. And though it provided me with an escape
to the eccentricities of my childhood, the scarf laid
like a red flag tied around my neck, alerting the
rest of my classmates of my otherness. They always
asked questions — respectful at first, but then ruder, harsher. “Why do you love that scarf so much?”
they asked. “Why do you never take it off?” Or
even, “You know it’s not cold, right?” And though
I valiantly tried to ignore their pressing questions,
when I came back to school on the first day of sixth
grade, my neck laid bare.

At the end of the year, my phone buzzed again. The
caller ID read Echo, and I instinctually tapped the
answer button. “Hugo…” she trailed off. “I… I’m…”
Her voice sounded strained and far away, almost as
if she were talking through the wind or from miles
and miles away. Probably just bad reception. “I’m
breaking up with you,” she finished. “Ok,” I said, my
face relaxing. And as I hung up, my chest finally felt
able to inhale fully again.

A year later, in seventh grade, on a classic cloudy
Seattle fall day, my phone buzzed. I picked it
up and saw on the lock screen: “Echo Stupka:
iMessage.” I typed in the password and gazed at
my friend’s text. “Hey Hugo,” it read. “Do you want
to go out with me?” Inhaling violently, I stared
wide-eyed at the message. “What do you mean?”
I responded frantically. “You know what I mean,”
she said. Of course I knew exactly what she meant,
and naturally, I couldn’t say no. All guys want this,
I thought. “Yes,” I said, to my friend no longer.
By December, we were holding hands on the dark
ride back on the ski bus, and by the spring, we were
going to the school-sponsored grinding of sweaty
pre-teens, or ‘dances,’ arm in arm. But sitting with
her on that bus, or in that pitch-black gymnasium, I
felt like something was wrong. “Hugo, stop dancing
gay!” she’d laugh as I mimed a Beyonce-inspired
dance move. And although those moves felt almost
as good as the Cinderella dresses from kindergarten, I listened to her for the sake of our fake
relationship.

“In a grainy picture from when I was in kindergarten, you
can see me dressed in full getup: pink shoes, makeup, and
tutu, posing next to my friends Moriah and Grace with utmost
flagrance and complete obliviousness.”
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And over the next two years, even as I began to
realize my “gay dancing” wasn’t just a performance, I still believed that a part of me had to
remain straight, in order to make up for that year
with Echo. I couldn’t — wouldn’t — say I was gay;
that would mean abandoning the path I’d laid out
for myself, running into the unknown darkness
without even a compass or flashlight.
When I emerged from the closet, at last, fully gay
and transformed at the beginning of ninth grade,
I figured that the pressures I’d felt, the ones from
the elementary school blacktop or the middle
school gym, would be left behind — a faded sweater to be sent to the Goodwill the next time we did
a closet cleaning. And I think that reassured me.
My close circle of girlfriends wouldn’t change,
and I hardly had to worry about succumbing to
the pressures of most men when all I wanted was
to be with one. Male tyranny didn’t fit within the
domains of my queer body.
But then I noticed my voice changed around men.
I started to see that at crew practice, I would try,
however futilely to my own knowledge, to pass.
I would try to pretend to be more like them, not
referencing the genders of my partners and not
talking about the boys I had crushes on because
no one wants to hear about that, I thought. I went
along with the weird homoeroticism that is the
all-male sports team, the jokes that never seemed
to make sense, the awe-inspiring talks by the older
team members of sexual exploits, because I didn’t
know what else to do. My limbo might have been
an uncomfortable one, but at least I never risked
being seen. I might have been out of the closet,
but I wasn’t remotely out of the line of fire.
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Scrolling through Instagram, I’d see YouTubers
and celebrities posing in a manner undoubtedly
masculine, their shirts on or off, but smoldering and
reeking of sex appeal either way — and I knew that if
I wanted people to show me a shred of admiration,
of acceptance, I’d have to look like them.
Just up to a few weeks ago, I did try. I’d still look to
the older, stronger, more muscular men for guidance

and recognition, even if they didn’t share my sexuality. Especially if. Over the summer, I’d go to the
gym every day, messing up most of my exercises, but
through the dumbells I’d hoist ad nauseam above
my head or the pull-up bar I’d worship at the altar of
the bathroom mirror, I started to look like the man I
saw as attractive. A man people would respect out of
physicality, my biceps permission enough to join the
exclusive club of the straight man.
And I’d post my own pictures to Instagram, of my
arms, my torso, my rigid, seemingly strong body
garnering the support and validation of all my friends
besides the ones that mattered — the ones I’d sought
to emulate. Mirrors and Instagram comments
became the arbiters of my self-image. And over time,
it accelerated, turning into a frenzy, a game of lies,
of denial, masterminded by the addictive force we
call the patriarchy. But it started to hurt. So subtly I
couldn’t even tell at first, but then all at once, to the
point where I cried into my best friend’s shoulder at
dinner last month, sobbing “I wish people saw me as
straight!,” the unshakable truth of the moment raising
goosebumps on my arms.

always seen as ugly and undesirable, I’d have to look
at the people, the image I’d once prioritized over my
own self-love, and see not glory, but sadness. Their
world was not for me. I’d already lived out the straight
boy fantasy, and it was far from my ideal life.
Now, though, I think I’ve figured it out. Even if my
arms aren’t the size of small logs, or if my abs aren’t a
*literal* washboard, they’re just as deserving of love,
because I am too. And the androgynous kid inside
me that danced in Cinderella and Ariel dresses is
still there, still playing dress up and laughing, still
beautiful, and still alive.

All that energy, that time, seeking to prove myself
to others — it had only been for me. People already
saw me as who I was, as Hugo. I sought to transform
myself fully and completely to the extent of erasure,
to replace my week queer body with that of a strong,
dominant, straight one. And truthfully, I didn’t see
any other option.
But the other option, I see now, was compassion. Not
with the straightness I idolized, but with myself, my
gayness. As one of my mentors, Andy Housiaux, told
me, “sometimes you need to be your own best friend.”
In order to possibly find acceptance in the form I’d

All childhood photos courtesy of Hugo Solomon
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A Letter to my Future Son
by Abigail Ndikum

I love you.
As you grow into a man,
I want you to know that I love you.
I’m so sorry for bringing you into this God-forsaken world.
I guess it was rather selfish,
Me thinking that my love would
Protect you from the hate.
Because the same way that I love you,
People are gonna hate you.
They’re gonna hate your swag,
The way that you walk, talk, even breathe —
Inhaling more knowledge than oxygen
And exhaling your wisdom into the world.
They’re gonna hate that —
A nigga knowing something, cause all they’re gonna see is that
Nappy hair,
Fat nose,
Thick lips,
Dark skin,
And categorize you.
You will grow up and the world will give you toy cars and Transformers,
And tell you that your color is blue and definitely not pink or yellow —
But yellow is such a beautiful color on you.
When you start to cry they’ll tell you to shut the fuck up,
‘Cause you can’t cry in front of the ladies.
They’ll give you the mold of a real black man and tell you to
Try and fit in.
But they failed to realize that your shoulders are not that broad,
Your feet and hands are not that large,
And that your legs are a little short.
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by Amy Xia

Nevertheless, you are going to try and fit in,
‘Cause you see all the other black boys around you trying to fit into these molds full of poison,
Replacing your black boy joy with the laced drug of masculinity.
Soon thoughts will creep in
Telling you that you’re
Dumb,
Weak,
Useless.
You’re no man, so man up.
All of their hate will consume you,
And tell you that you gotta have the biggest dick on the block,
Along with best body and clearest face.
‘Cause that, my son,
Will attract all the shawties.
Editor’s Note:
Making you
We have made the conscious
That Nigga.
decision to print this poem with the
I’m sorry for already categorizing you.
I see you as my son,
But the world will see you with your gold chain and black hoodie
And mistake you for a murderer.
They’ll lift up their guns and aim for the head
Cause they know a shot to the heart is not enough to kill
And when they miss, they’ll pass you the blunt of death
And wait for you to blow your future away

n-word, as it was originally written.
We believe the use of the word
speaks to the poem’s truth and is
integral to its powerful message.

Professor Neal A. Lester explains
in Teaching Tolerance, “The word
is inextricably linked with violence
and brutality on black psyches and
derogatory aspersions cast on black
bodies.” Our decision to include the
n-word is in no way an endorsement
of the violence and dehumanization
that the word has historically
represented. To replace or censor
the word would take away from the
piece and fail to express the poet’s
very intentional message.

My son,
I pray for you.
‘Cause the world will try and swallow you whole like a nasty pill
Surrounding you in nothing but emptiness.
They’ll put you in mental jail
Full with criminals such as
Anxiety,
Depression,
And Suicidal thoughts
I’m telling you these things because I love you and I want you to know the truth
But in the end,
It’s your choice
to man up.
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Anonymous Interview:
Pink Pants, Manga, and “Locker Room Talk”
We interviewed a student who identifies as a transgender girl on her experience with masculinity,
gender roles, and transitioning. As the interviewee is not ‘out’ to the Andover community, we will not
refer to her by name or diclose any identifying features that were mentioned during the interview.

What are your pronouns?
She/her/hers. I mean, it’s also a complex question, because functionally, they’re not, at
least for several years…but it’s aspirational.
How would you say you identify on the spectrum of masculine to feminine?
Honestly, I don’t like to perform feminine[ly] in dresses and stuff. I feel like if I was assigned female at birth I’d be kind of a tomboy.
How has your life been shaped by gender roles and stereotypes of
masculinity?
I would say it’s shaped my life even less than other people, in several ways. One is how I
grew up. I always kind of grew up in extremely liberal areas, where there was a deliberate
de-emphasis of those kinds of roles…There were obviously clear differentiators that were
made, but there wasn’t those kinds of stereotypical gendered environments. Furthermore,
I never, you know, cared that much about gender roles, so I didn’t try to let them affect my
behavior or what I chose to do. But I think it has, obviously, an unconscious effect on me,
like everyone, just in the information that your brain takes in and uses to shape how it views
the world, and so if all the information it takes in is sometimes subtly gendered, it’s gonna
start thinking that way.
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How would you characterize your gender expression before your
transition and now?
It’s complex because I haven’t always been allowed to have a real gender
expression, including now — [laughs] that’s something I’m still working out
with my parents — but I didn’t get to buy my own clothes, or do anything
like that, no matter what I wanted to do, of course. It reminds me of this
time when I wanted to go out and I wore this pair of pink summer pants,
and my mom was like, “You can’t go out wearing pink pants. What would
people think?” And I’m just like, “Well, first of all, we bought these!” Right?
[laughs]
I did, however, when I was like, pre-puberty, at my old high school, I did
trap. I don’t know if you know what that is. Do you know how in anime,
sometimes in manga, those little boys dress up as girls and look like girls? I
did that, when I was like 5’5” and I looked like a little girl, and I did that just
’cause I wanted to do it….It was the one time I was away from my family, so
when I could, I guess I tried to do more feminine things because it was what
I was denied. But in practice, once I actually kind of get what I want, I’m
very comfortable doing things in either gender role.
You mentioned your family — are you out to your family? How has
that been?
Yeah…Complex. It’s exactly how I thought it would go, in that they support
my identity, the ability to identify however I want, but then I can’t do anything about it. I mean, it doesn’t stop me, but... [laughs]

“I tried to do more feminine things because
it was what I was denied.”
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“Trans femme/feminine people do not experience
masculinity in the same way. They view masculinity
differently, not always as something to be accepted.”
Do you think the school does a good job of supporting trans students? What
could they do better?
Throughout my time at Andover, I’ve seen trans students go by, I’ve talked with them, I’ve
had my own dealings with the Academy. Of course they do a great job in the
administrative and kind of like “oh yeah, we’ll change your ID, we’ll give you the protections
you want,” I mean, they did a nice job with Alumni House, the all-gender housing. We just
haven’t had consistently enough trans students to see where they’re failing. Except for one
area: Sykes….It’s the hormonal transition. I don’t care about bullying, I don’t care about
the legal stuff. If you’re under 20, the hormonal transition is probably the most important
factor of your life in terms of the rest of your life and how it’s going to be affected...this is a
huge time in your life in terms of how your body’s gonna develop, and Sykes doesn’t really
support that. They push a social transition….they’ve said they don’t support a hormonal
transition, and it would make a huge impact, I think, to both get a protocol for that, for
endocrinology, and also just actually support that, ’cause they kind of either leave it to your
parents, which is a total crapshoot, or they say “Oh, we’ll wait till you’re out of the academy,
you’re 18” or whatever. And that’s just not, that’s not good enough in terms of what puberty
does to you….I wish I could’ve started at 12, but you know, we don’t always get that option.
Could you clarify what Sykes has in place now? When you go, what are your
options?
In my case they said, “We don’t support a medical transition.” I don’t know how they did it
for other kids, and I don’t know their actual policy, I don’t think there is a specific one, I just
think it would be fantastic if they had a really very clear specific policy of actually supporting that and enabling that through their medical system.
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Do you have an idea of why that might have been their response?
That’s the response in a lot of places in this country. It’s called ‘gatekeeping’.... “We’d like
you to wait until you’re 18. We’d like you to wait until you’re 20 and you have everything
sorted out. You’re too young to make these decisions.” I mean, we’ve only had early
transitioners since, like, 1990, and to be an early transitioner like that, you need to have
really supportive parents who are actually kind of rich, kind of privileged….it’s not that easy
to do it, and most kids are gatekept this way. And so I think that why Sykes specifically is
doing that is, they haven’t had the chance to not do it. It’s kind of the current pattern that’s
set up. And I think that they really should understand the importance of doing it the other
way. But I don’t think there have been enough trans students for people to be like “Oh, this
is really important to us.”

A Note on Hormonal Transitions from Dr. Amy Patel,
Medical Director
“If a student is interested in transitioning using hormones, that’s not something that we would be
able to start here, but fortunately, there are some experts in the field in Boston. Boston Children’s
Hospital has an amazing program. A pediatric endocrinologist is the first step, and we can help
facilitate that appointment. So I wouldn’t say that we promote just social transitioning, I think that
that’s actually what has come up when students have talked about transitioning with us.
[Transitioning hormonally] just doesn’t come up a lot, and I’m assuming it’s because students will
often opt to get that care with their specialist, with that pediatric endocrinologist, because it’s so
accessible. But there shouldn’t be a barrier to being able to continue on here, I think, as long as
there’s a treatment protocol in place, and that would be dictated by a pediatric endocrinologist.
“I wouldn’t say that we have standard of care [for starting hormonal transitions] here, and I would
never want to do something without it being standard of care. Certainly, if that process has already
started, we are more than equipped to be able to continue that process in partnership with whoever
has been the point person off-campus.”
More information about transitioning on campus on page 24
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In your opinion, what are some toxically masculine spaces here at
Andover?
Well, this is very consistent across my [age] years on this earth: locker
rooms, obviously. I have to go there every day, I have to hear it every day….
exactly what you would expect goes on in locker rooms, they have a word for
it — “locker room talk” — and it’s no different here at Andover, it’s exactly
the same as every other place I’ve been into. So that’s definitely number one.
And obviously I think it’s hard to separate what’s masculine in sports from
just being, like, competitive.
As for specifically the locker rooms, you can’t go and say “well, this is a space
that is toxically masculine” because everyone moves around, and aside from
our gender segregated spaces, it’s about who’s in the area at the time. And
I think, of course, that if you have a certain number of people in the area, a
certain kind of people in the area, you’re going to get that kind of space.
Has your transition affected your outlook on masculinity or
gender inequality?
I think it’s very important to say this: trans femme/feminine people do not
experience masculinity in the same way that [cis men do]. For example, if
you tell someone “Oh, you’re so handsome, you’re so strong,” and you kind
of encourage that social role, people are affected differently because they
actually view their bodies differently. They view masculinity differently,
not always as something to be accepted. So you might tell a normal kid….
something very stereotypically masculine, and they should take on that role,
or whatever, and mostly that’s accepted….it seems par for the course, but it’s
not always what happens if you’re transfeminine and you don’t accept that,
you don’t really integrate in terms of your personality as much. So I would
say that because of that I never had a certain stereotypical view of masculinity and social roles, and also since I was young, because I knew what I
wanted, I deliberately have tried to avoid those kinds of things.
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Students who are interested in undergoing a
hormonal transition can make an appointment with
Dr. Amy Patel (apatel@andover.edu) at
Rebecca M. Sykes Wellness Center.
Those questioning their gender identity or
experiencing gender dysphoria can speak with
counselors at Sykes.
For more information about the residential and
administrative aspects of transitioning on
campus, students can contact Jennifer Elliott
(jelliott@andover.edu) or their point person or
cluster dean.
All conversations and records regarding
transitions are strictly confidential.
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Makeup and Photography by Rhea Prem

“I think there is a place for positive masculinity. Especially in a dorm
context, I would say, is where I experience it the most, because there is
obviously a concentration of guys. You don’t really get that anywhere else,
and it really does set up a pretty unique environment that’s difficult to
replicate outside of that organically occurring situation….It’s weird, but I
suppose that odd guy rowdiness can be enjoyable and fun for a lot of people,
and I know a lot of guys who….masculinity for them is a way to express who
they are.”
-Isaiah Lee
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